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Using Semiconductor DetectorsUsing Semiconductor Detectors
at RIBF (2011,Feb.)at RIBF (2011,Feb.)

More results coming at RIBF



Outline of this LectureOutline of this Lecture
 IntroductionIntroduction

 Detectors General RequirementsDetectors General Requirements
 Why use semiconductor detectors?Why use semiconductor detectors?

 Basic PrinciplesBasic Principles
 P-type, N-typeP-type, N-type
 DepletionDepletion  zonezone
 Type of detectorsType of detectors

 PerformancePerformance
 Energy MeasurementEnergy Measurement
 Position MeasurementPosition Measurement

 ElectronicsElectronics

 Operation : How to use?Operation : How to use?



Requirements for detectorsRequirements for detectors

 Energy measurement
 Energy loss (dE)
 Total energy (E)
 Pulse shape

 Position measurement
 (X, Y, Z )  Tracking
 Bρ  Momentum (p)

 Timing measurement
 Timing (velocity β)
 High counting rate (dN/dt)

 Count measurement
 Sensitivity to particle (ε)
 Insensitive to background

(S/N)
 Radiation hardness

There are many types of detectors.
- Scintillation detector (Tamagawa-san)
- Gas detector
- Semiconductor detector 

 Is there a perfect detector ?!
What is the advantage of 

semiconductor detector? 



Characteristics of SemiconductorCharacteristics of Semiconductor

DetectorDetector
IonizationIonization

energyenergy
 I ( I (eVeV))

EnergyEnergy
resolutionresolution
@ 5MeV@ 5MeV

2.35/2.35/√(√(5x105x1066/I)/I)

ScintillationScintillation 100 ~ 500100 ~ 500 1.1 ~ 2.4 %1.1 ~ 2.4 %

GasGas 3030 0.6 %0.6 %

SemiconductorSemiconductor 33 0.2%0.2%

 Low ionization energyLow ionization energy
 good signalgood signal

 Long mean free pathLong mean free path
 good charge collectiongood charge collection

efficiencyefficiency
 High mobilityHigh mobility

 fast charge collectionfast charge collection
 Si ... Lower Z = 14Si ... Lower Z = 14

 low multiple scatteringlow multiple scattering
 Little coolingLittle cooling

 Ge .. Higher Z = 32Ge .. Higher Z = 32
 higher stopping powerhigher stopping power
 Cooling is required.Cooling is required.



Basic PrinciplesBasic Principles
[To dope the silicon with impurities ][To dope the silicon with impurities ]

Phosphorus doping ( n-type )
electrons are majority carriers

Boron doping ( p-type )
holes are majority carriers

Knoll



Basic PrinciplesBasic Principles

Valence band

Conduction band

Acceptor levels
Donor levels



Basic PrinciplesBasic Principles

Depletion Zone



Basic PrinciplesBasic Principles

Depletion Zone becomes larger



Basic PrinciplesBasic Principles

 Use ionization signal leftUse ionization signal left
behind by charged particlebehind by charged particle
passage.passage.

 Ionization producesIonization produces
electron(e)-hole(h) pairs, useelectron(e)-hole(h) pairs, use
electric field to drift the e andelectric field to drift the e and
h to the oppositely chargedh to the oppositely charged
electrodes.electrodes.

 Si Si needs 3.6 eV to produceneeds 3.6 eV to produce
one one e-h e-h pair.pair.

 Ge Ge needs 2.98 needs 2.98 eV eV to produceto produce
one one e-h e-h pair.pair.
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Types of Silicon detectorsTypes of Silicon detectors

 Strip devicesStrip devices
 High precisionHigh precision
 Large active areaLarge active area
 Single-sided or Double-sidedSingle-sided or Double-sided

 Pixel devicesPixel devices
 True 2-D measurementTrue 2-D measurement
 Small areas, but high track densitySmall areas, but high track density

 Drift devicesDrift devices

strip

Pixel / pad

drift



Types of Types of Ge-detectorsGe-detectors

Strip Ge detector



Clover DetectorClover Detector

Liquid Nitrogen for cooling

4 crystals 



Energy ResolutionEnergy Resolution

+

If Signal Variance << Baseline Variance 
   Electronics (baseline) noise 
              critical for resolution



Energy Resolution :Energy Resolution :
NaINaI((TlTl) ) vs Gevs Ge

Semiconductor detector 
 Excellent detector for energy measurement  !!



Energy ResolutionEnergy Resolution
[ Signal to Background Ratio (S/N) ][ Signal to Background Ratio (S/N) ]

 Good Energy Resolution  
 Higher Statistics

We can extract 
- precise peak position, 
- and find NEW Peaks!!



Position MeasurementPosition Measurement

Silicon Detectors
- very good position resolution. 
- works under high magnetic field. 
- high rates and triggering.



Position Sensitive Position Sensitive Ge Ge detectorsdetectors

Ge detector array (GRAPE) 
CNS, Univ. of Tokyo



SignalsSignals
(a) Output of preamp(a) Output of preamp
(b) Output of shaping amp(b) Output of shaping amp
(c) Undershoot(c) Undershoot
(d) Base-line shift(d) Base-line shift

The output of preamplifier : rapidly rising step, followed by a slow exponential decay. 
Amplitude of the step = energy of the detected radiation
Exponential decay time = feedback resistor in parallel with the feedback capacitor. 



Shaping TimeShaping Time

PRL667

Dominated by 

Current noise Voltage noise

Optimization is required
in shaping time, ~ 1 µs



Electronics : Pile-upElectronics : Pile-up



OperationOperation

 HV should be increased SLOWLY..HV should be increased SLOWLY..
 Check its maximum HV value and Polarity (+/-)Check its maximum HV value and Polarity (+/-)
 Check the current in HV module and its signal carefully.Check the current in HV module and its signal carefully.
 If something is wrong, stop the operation  and investigate theIf something is wrong, stop the operation  and investigate the

reason.reason.

 Shock / vibration may destroy the detector.Shock / vibration may destroy the detector.
 Careful handling.Careful handling.

 Silicon detectorsSilicon detectors
 Only the support frame can be touched.Only the support frame can be touched.
 Silicon detector hates moisture.Silicon detector hates moisture.
 Sensitive to photons (light) Sensitive to photons (light) …… Operate in dark place. Operate in dark place.

 Ge-detectorGe-detector
 Liquid nitrogen is required to cool the detector down.Liquid nitrogen is required to cool the detector down.

DELICATE Devices



β-ray

γ-ray

 The implantation of RI
    associated with the following 
    β-decay (with γ) events



SummarySummary

 Semiconductor detectors based on the simpleSemiconductor detectors based on the simple
principle of the principle of the p-n p-n junction.junction.

 Si Si is typically used for charged particle & X-rayis typically used for charged particle & X-ray
 Ge Ge is used for is used for γγ ray spectroscopy. ray spectroscopy.

Operate them by Yourselves !Operate them by Yourselves !


